
Amrit S. Sorli – cosmologist, physicist https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6711-4844 

is the founder of new research methodology in physics, named, “Bijective Physics” 

http://www.bijectivephysics.com/, presently director of Bijective Physics Institute with 

international team of researchers.  

In Bijective Physics every element in the model has exactly one element in the physical 

reality. With this method Amrit has proved time has only the mathematical existence, we do 

not live in a space-time, we live in space only where time is the duration of motion. He 

published this discovery in “Foundations of Physics” journal together with this Italian 

colleague Davide Fiscaletti:  https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10701-014-9840-y. 

Amrit Sorli has developed Einstein formula 
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of Einstein’s “mass-energy equivalence principle”. This formula means that mass can be 

transformed into energy and vice versa. For example, we accelerate your body close to the 

light speed. The mass m  of your body will be transformed into electromagnetic energy 

(light) E . The sensible question is from where originate your mass m  and your energy E . 

Because of Einstein false idea, that universal space is “empty” deprived of all physical 

properties, physics for more than 100 years did not find the answer. Today we know that 

space is the primordial energy of the universe, we call it “vacuum”. Imagine you are placed 

in interstellar space far away from stellar objects. Density of space far away from stellar 

objects is at the maximum maxρ . You will diminish density of the space on your body surface 

exactly for the amount of your mass and energy, which is expressed as:  
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where minρ is the density of the space on the surface of your body and V is the volume of 

your body. Amrit Sorli has published this formula in his recent article in Scientific Reports – 

Nature https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-48018-2 

The formula can be written also in the flowing form:  
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where maxE
ρ is energy density of interstellar space and minE

ρ is the energy density of space 

on the surface of physical objects. 

Amrit has developed Einstein’s Relativity in so called “Dynamic Vacuum Relativity”, he has 

developed cosmological model called “Bio-Universe Model” where universe is a system in 

dynamic permanent equilibrium and evolution of life is the consistent part of cosmic 

evolution. These models are presented in his recent book “Relativity Reborn – Based on 

Bijectve Physics” published at Amazon.  



https://www.amazon.de/dp/1687725888?ref_=Oct_NReleaseC_189461_0 

Amrit has published around 70 scientific articles and 10 books.  

 

 


